
Pipe Liners and More
Devils Lake District

Korby Seward, P.E.



#1: Cleaning

Photo Credit: Miles Nelson; picture taking skills almost as good as Poppy Mills



#2: Inspecting



#3: Grouting Joints



#4: Void Filling



#5: Cleaning



#6: Inspecting



#7: Pulling the slip liner



#8: Pulling the Actual Liner



#9: Getting the Light Train Ready



#11: Sealing the Liner and Inflating it



#12: Curing the Liner



#13: Checking the Liner



#15: Cutting the Ends



#16: Clean up

 Photo Credit to: http://www.youwall.com/?ver=NDQxMw==



More

Plan (Per FT) Actual (Per FT)
21" Average = $346.15 $247.54
24" Average = $359.31 $358.16
30" Average = $390.76 $430.28
36" Average = $417.80 $506.55



Pros:

 Time; Start to finish: 14 working days for 25 pipe

 Public inconvenience: Do not have to open up the road

 Can be done in the winter

 Environmental concerns in the winter are significantly less

 As long as the diameter of the pipe did not change by more than a 1/2“ no 

hydraulic studies required

 Lasts for hundreds of years

 Environmentally Friendly



Cons:

 Foam can lift several pounds when expanding including the roadway

 Need some kind of existing pipe or culvert



Different Options

 Pipe Linings

 Conventional open trench

 Bore Pipe



Boring Pipe

Pros:

 Don’t have to open up road

 No pipe bump

 Good option for new pipe

 No density tests

Cons:

 Time: one of the slowest methods

 Weather plays a bigger role

 Don’t have the greatest control of 

where that pipe is going

 Limitations to ground conditions: 

Big Rock/Old Road bed

 Most Expensive



Open Trench

Pros:

 Familiarity

 Relatively Cheap

 Can do it almost anywhere

Cons:

 Time: One of the slower methods 

depending on size and depth

 Convenience to the traffic

 Bump

 Weather can be a big problem

 Testing



Price Comparisons

 Pipe Lining:

 21” = $248

 24” = $358

 30” = $430

 36” = $507

 Open Trench

 Prices Vary = $200-$300

 Boring Pipe

 $2048/FT


